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Abstract—Process Conformance is becoming a crucial area due to the changing nature of processes within an Information System. By confronting specifications against system executions (the main problem tackled in process conformance), both system bugs and obsolete/incorrect specifications can be revealed. This paper presents novel techniques to enrich the process conformance analysis for the precision dimension. The new features of the metric proposed in this paper provides a complete view of the precision between a log and a model. The techniques have been implemented as a plug-in in an open-source Process Mining platform and experimental results witnessing both the theory and the goals of this work are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The constant growth of Information Systems (IS) has been essential for the rising of new disciplines aiming at providing a systematic way of dealing with the vast available data that is generated. Among the various types of data related to an IS, event logs and formal models are two important sources of information. An event log is a set of traces produced by monitoring a particular set of activities in a IS, thus reflecting the reality. In contrast, formal models are used to precisely specify the operative behavior of the IS, e.g., like a contract of what must be done and in which order.

By focusing on only in the analysis of event logs, traditional areas like Data Mining can answer many questions regarding various aspects of the IS. However, it was only the advent of the Process Mining area that enabled to address the problem of confronting the reality (in the form of logs) with the specification (in the form of formal models). Process mining comprises three classes of techniques: discovery, conformance and extension [1]. It can be oriented to the control flow, the data or the social aspects of a process. This work proposes process conformance techniques to aid the analysis of the control flow aspect.

Process Conformance aims at evaluating the adequacy of a model in describing a log. Analyzing conformance is a complex task which involves the interplay of different and orthogonal dimensions [2].

- **Fitness**: indicates how much of the observed behavior is captured by (i.e. “fits”) the process model.
- **Precision**: refers to overly general models, preferring models with minimal behavior to represent as closely as possible the log.
- **Generalization**: addresses the degree of abstraction beyond observed behavior.
- **Structure**: refers to models minimal in structure which clearly reflect the described behavior.

The work presented in this paper proposes novel techniques to be applied within the precision dimension.

Different algorithms for conformance checking have been presented in the literature, getting more robust-aware all the time (e.g. [3]). A complete survey can be found in [4], [5]. In particular, some examples of approaches focused on precision are: [6] (measuring the percentage of potential traces in the model that are in the log), [7] (comparing two models and a log to see how much of the first model’s behavior is covered by the second) used in [8], [9] (comparing the behavioral similarity of two models without a log), and [10] (using minimal description length to evaluate the quality of the model).

The work presented in this paper extends and complements the technique introduced in [11], where the precision between a log and a Petri net was considered. Using a log-guided traversal of the model, the refereed technique avoids the full state-space exploration of the Petri net, and provides a precision metric which evaluates the effort needed to derive a better (more precise) model. In this work, an extension of the technique is presented, which additionally considers potential variability in the log. Moreover, a novel technique to estimate the confidence interval of the metric is introduced, deriving an enhanced metric for precision which not only provides a value but also estimates its robustness. Finally, techniques to measure the severity of the imprecisions detected are developed, thus providing a very important step into two directions: improving the feedback provided by precision checking tools and bridging the gap towards automated techniques for precision oriented model refinement.

The techniques have been implemented as a ProM [12] plug-in. The experimental results reported provide insights on the real usefulness of the new precision analysis proposed in this paper.

This work has been partially supported by Intel Corporation and by the project FORMALISM (TIN2007-66523).
In this section we introduce the two elements needed in any process conformance analysis: logs and models.

A. Logs

Event logs, or simply logs, contain executions of a system A. These executions represent the ordering between different tasks, but may also contain additional information, such as the task originator or its timestamp. For the purposes of this paper, all this information is abstracted. An example of a log is shown in Fig. 1a. Formally:

Definition 1 (Trace, Log): Let \( T \) be the set of tasks, and let \( P(S) \) denote the powerset over \( S \), i.e., the set of possible subsets of elements of \( S \). A trace \( \sigma \) is defined as \( \sigma \in T^* \). And a log is a set of traces, i.e., \( EL \in P(T^*) \).

Definition 2 (Prefixes, Occurrence of a Prefix): Given a log \( EL \), define \( pre(EL) \) as the set of prefixes of \( EL \), i.e.,

\[
pre(EL) = \{ p \mid \sigma = px \in EL \land p, x \in T^* \}
\]

Note that the empty trace \( \epsilon \) is a prefix of any log. Given a prefix \( p \in pre(EL) \), \( p^\# \) denotes the occurrences of that prefix in the log, i.e.,

\[
p^\# = \{ (s \mid \sigma = px \in EL) \}
\]

The subscript \( EL \) can be omitted whenever it is clear by the context.

B. Formal Models

The traces of a log \( EL \) can be represented with a formal model \( M \). Given a model \( M \) and a trace \( \sigma \), \( avail(\sigma, M) \) is the set of tasks available according to \( M \) after executing \( \sigma \). Models for workflow representation like Petri nets \( \text{[13]} \) or its extensions (e.g., YAWL \( \text{[14]} \)) are considered in this paper. Due to the lack of space, the reader can follow the provided references to get insight into the theory underlying these models. An example of a Petri net is shown in Fig. 1b. Finally we present transition systems, the formal models used in the development of the algorithms proposed in this paper.

Definition 3 (Transition system \( \text{[15]} \)): A transition system (or TS) is a tuple \( (S, T, A, s_{in}) \), where \( S \) is a set of states, \( T \) is an alphabet of actions, \( A \subseteq S \times T \times S \) is a set of (labeled) transitions, and \( s_{in} \in S \) is the initial state.
B. Log-based exploration of Model Behavior

The second step in the precision analysis is to determine the behavior of the model in order to compare it with the log behavior. However, the exploration of the model underlying behavior could be problematic in case of intractable (or even infinite) underlying behavior. Therefore, the technique presented in this work avoids the complete exploration of the model behavior, and instead this exploration is restricted to the observed log behavior. More concretely, the prefix automaton of the log is used as guideline for detecting the situations where the model allows more behavior than the log. The result will be an extended prefix automaton, containing both log and model behavior information.

Definition 5 (Extended Prefix Automaton): Given the prefix automaton \( T_S = (S, T, A, s_{in}) \) of EL and the model \( M \), define the set of extended states and the set of extended transitions as:

\[
S^+ = \{ s | s = s' t \land s' \in S \land t \in \text{avail}(s') \land s \notin S \} \\
A^+ = \{ (s', t, s) | s = s' t \land s \in S^+ \}
\]

The extended prefix automaton is \( \tilde{T}S = (\tilde{S}, T, \tilde{A}, s_{in}) \) with \( \tilde{S} = S \cup S^+ \) and \( \tilde{A} = A \cup A^+ \).

Notice that, for each state \( s \in S^+ \) the occurrence value \( s_{\#}^{\text{EL}} = 0 \) because it does not appear as a prefix in the log, i.e., \( s \in S^+ \) denotes a state considered in the model but not reflected in the log.

In order to extend the automaton we must be able to, given any prefix \( \sigma \) in the log, compute the available tasks in the model after executing \( \sigma \). These tasks must be a superset of the tasks observed in the log after \( \sigma \). However, there may be traces in the log with prefixes that do not satisfy this condition, i.e., behavior in the log not included in the models behavior. These traces, called non fitting traces, are the scope of the fitness dimension of the conformance. Thus, the precision measure presented in this work will only take into account the part of the non fitting traces included in the model behavior, i.e. the one that precision dimension concerns about. Furthermore, in order to obtain a complete vision of the conformance, the precision measure should be included together with measures of the other dimensions like fitness (e.g., \([17]\)).

A consideration must be made concerning about the determinism of replaying a trace in the model. The approach presented is able to deal with duplicate tasks (i.e., several tasks in the model associated with the same log event) and invisible tasks (i.e., tasks in the model associated with no event in the log), through the invisible coverability graph \([11]\). However, sometimes, the inclusion of these kind of tasks may produce indeterminism, i.e., given a trace, the possible set of tasks available after replaying the trace may not be unique \([17], [11]\). In such cases, the use of heuristics and best effort techniques becomes necessary. For sake of clarity, in this work a deterministic scenario is presented.

Following with the running example shown in Fig. 1, let \( M_1 \) in Fig. 1 be a possible model for the process. In this case, the modeling language used is Petri nets. Notice that \( M_1 \) is deterministic and includes the language of the log. If \( M_1 \) is used to extend the prefix automaton of the log (Fig. 2), it results in the extended prefix automaton shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Extended Prefix Automaton

C. Comparing Model and Log Behavior

Finally, once the prefix automaton contains information about both behaviors (log and model), it is possible to compare them, detecting the imprecisions between both behaviors. These imprecisions denote the situations where the model deviates from the log. A first straightforward way to define these deviations, is defining the escaping states concept:

Definition 6 (Simple Escaping States (\([11]\))): Given an extended prefix automaton \( \tilde{T}S = (\tilde{S}, T, \tilde{A}, s_{in}) \) and a state \( s \in \tilde{S} \), the set of simple escaping states at \( s \) is:

\[
E_{\tilde{S}}(s) = \{ s' | (s, \epsilon, s') \in \tilde{A} \land s'_{\#} = 0 \}
\]

Note that the simple escaping states are always leaves of the prefix automaton, and they coincide with the extended states \( (S^+) \) introduced in Def. 5. The approach presented in \([11]\) uses this definition of escaping edges, and is meant to measure the precision of a system. However, there are situations where this definition could be too restrictive, making the measurement of precision quite sensitive with respect to the size of the log. In order to reach a more stable measurement of precision, a refined version of the escaping states is introduced in this paper. This new definition takes into account the number of occurrences in each prefix in order to determine if there exists an escaping state or not.

Definition 7 (Escaping States and Outer States): Let \( \tilde{T}S = (\tilde{S}, T, \tilde{A}, s_{in}) \) be the given extended prefix automaton for the log EL and the model \( M \), and consider a threshold parameter \( \gamma \in [0, 1] \). Given a state \( s \in \tilde{S} \), the set of escaping states at \( s \) is defined as:

\[
E_{\tilde{S}}^\gamma(s) = \{ s' | (s, \epsilon, s') \in \tilde{A} \land (\gamma \cdot s'_{\#}) \geq s'_{\#} \}
\]

In other words, the occurrence value of the state \( s' \) (i.e., \( s'_{\#} \)) must exceed the threshold defined for this point (i.e., \( \gamma \cdot s'_{\#} \)) in order to not be considered as an escaping state. The set of escaping states of a system is defined as:

\[
E_{\tilde{S}}^\gamma = \{ s \in E_{\tilde{S}}^\gamma(s_a) | \exists s_b, s_c : s = s_b x \land s_b \in E_{\tilde{S}}^\gamma(s_c) \}
\]
The set $E_D^S$ defines the border between the log and the model behavior. The states that fall out of this border are called outer states and are defined as:

$$O_D^S = \{ s \not \in E_D^S | \exists s' : s = s'x \land s' \in E_D^S \land x \in T^* \}$$

Note that, some escaping states of a given state may not belong to the escaping states of the whole system, i.e., they belong to the outer states set. Following with the running example, Fig. 4 shows the escaping and the outer states belonging to the extended prefix automaton of the log and model in Fig. 4 considering $\gamma = 0.03$. The states filled in dark gray are the escaping states, while the ones filled in light gray correspond to the outer states. For instance, the state ACDGG is considered escaping edge because its occurrence number (i.e., 1) is less than the threshold defined for this point (i.e., $0.03 \cdot 947 = 28.41$).

![Escaping States and Outer States](image)

**IV. EVALUATING THE PRECISION**

As it was mentioned in previous sections and it is proposed in [11], in order to estimate the precision of a system one can make use of the imprecisions detected when comparing the behavior of the model reflected in the log. The metric proposed in this section counts these imprecisions, weights them according to how often they occur, and compares them with the behavior allowed. This way of estimating precision is strongly linked with the idea of estimating the effort needed to achieve a model 100% precise with respect to the log.

**Metric 1 (ETC Precision):** Given a log $EL$, a model $M$, the extended prefix automaton $\hat{TS} = (\hat{S}, T, \hat{A}, s_{\text{init}})$, and the threshold parameter $\gamma \in [0, 1]$, define $I$ as the set of states that are in the log behavior which are not escaping or outer states, i.e., $I = \{ s \in \hat{S} \setminus (E_D^S \cup O_D^S) \}$. The metric is defined as follows:

$$\text{etc}_P(\gamma) = 1 - \frac{\sum_{s \in I} (|E_D^S(s)| \cdot s_{\#})}{\sum_{s \in I} (|\text{avail}(s, M)| \cdot s_{\#})} \quad (1)$$

By dividing the set of escaping states by the set of allowed states, the metric evaluates the amount of overapproximation in each state in $I$. Note that $|E_D^S(s)| \leq |\text{avail}(s, M)|$, and therefore $0 \leq \text{etc}_P \leq 1$. For instance, the metric value for the running example in Fig. 11 is 0.83.

**V. CONFIDENCE OVER THE PRECISION METRIC**

Together with a metric, it is convenient to provide also a confidence interval, i.e., some maximum and minimum values estimating the up and down variabilities over the metric computed, respectively. More specifically, the interval presented in this section will reflect the possible variations of the metric when considering $k$ new traces. A narrow interval indicates that considering a set of $k$ incoming traces, the metric should not vary significantly. On the other hand, a wide interval reflects the opposite: a low confidence in the metric provided, whose value could change drastically in the future. The number $k$ used to compute the interval may depend on the future to consider: a low $k$ is used to compute the confidence in a near future, whereas with a large $k$, a large set of traces is considered, and thus a longer term future is contemplated. Notice that, taking a percentage of the log size as a $k$, will not allow the comparison between logs of different size.

The confidence interval presented in this section is approximated: it is not measuring real bounds of the metric, but instead aims at estimating them with simple heuristics which can be computed in a systematic manner.

**A. Upper Confidence Value**

In order to compute the upper value of the confidence interval, the best possible scenario is considered: each one of the $k$ traces reaches some escaping state, covering this state, i.e., the state will not be an escaping state any more (graphically, it is a dark gray state that will be colored white in Fig. 4). The number of traces needed to change the state from escaping to non escaping will depend on the $\gamma$ considered (see Def. 7). Hence, the technique presented below estimates the gain (i.e., the precision increase) of covering each escaping state, and maximizes the total gain considering $k$ as the maximum number of traces used to cover escaping states.

**Definition 8 (Cost and Gain of Covering an imprecision):** Let $s' \in \hat{S}$ be an escaping state such that $(s, e, s') \in \hat{A}$, and let $\gamma$ be the parameter used to define the escaping states. The cost of covering $s'$, denoted as $C(s') = l \in \mathbb{N}$, is the minimum $l$ that satisfies $(s_{\#} + l) \cdot \gamma < (s'_{\#} + l)$. The gain of $s'$ is defined as $G(s') = s_{\#}$, i.e., the gain of reducing in one the number of escaping states of the parent state.

By inspecting the fraction part of formula (1), one can see why the gain of covering the escaping state $s'$ is $s_{\#}$: if in state $s$ one escaping state is removed, then the new escaping states in $s$ are $|E_D^S(s)| - 1$. Since this number is multiplied by $s_{\#}$ in the numerator part of the fraction, the numerator will be reduced exactly in $|E_D^S(s)| \cdot s_{\#} - (|E_D^S(s)| - 1) \cdot s_{\#} = s_{\#}$.

Once the gain and the cost of covering an escaping state have been defined, the maximum gain obtained with $k$ traces must be computed. This problem is analogous to the well known Knapsack problem [19], which can be solved using binary integer programming (BIP) [19]. The following BIP model encodes the maximum gain over $k$ traces:

1) **Variables:** The variable

$$X_i \in \{0, 1\} \quad (2)$$
denotes if the escaping state \( i \) is covered or not.

2) Constraints: the total cost cannot exceed the number of new traces seen.

\[
\sum_{i \in E^N_{\gamma}} C(i) \cdot X_i \leq k \tag{3}
\]

3) Cost function: maximize the gain.

\[
\max \sum_{i \in E^N_{\gamma}} G(i) \cdot X_i \tag{4}
\]

The number of variables of the BIP model is \( |E^N_{\gamma} \) \. This number can be significantly reduced if the following fact is considered: if \( C \) is the set of possible costs for a given model, for each possible \( l \in C \), at most \( |k/l| \) can be used in order to satisfy \( \gamma \). Hence the real upper bound to the number of variables needed is \( \sum_{i \in C} |k/l| \).

Definition 9 (Upper Confidence Value): Let \( N \) and \( D \) be the numerator and denominator of the metric etc\(_P\) as defined in \( \Gamma \), i.e., etc\(_P(\gamma) = 1 - (N \backslash D) \). Let \( G_{\text{max}} \) be the result obtained using the optimization problem modeled above. The **upper confidence value** is defined as follows:

\[
U(k) = 1 - \frac{N - G_{\text{max}}}{D} \tag{5}
\]

This problem has been modeled and implemented within the ProM framework (cf. Sect. \ref{sec:Software}). Following with the running example of Fig \( \ref{fig:Example} \) and considering \( \gamma = 0.03 \) and \( k = 24 \), the only escaping state with cost lower enough to be covered with this \( k \) is the state ACGDG. The gain of covering this state is 764. This value is subtracted from \( N \), providing an upper interval value of 0.85 for this scenario.

B. Lower Confidence Value

The idea for computing the lower confidence value is similar to the upper value. However, in this case the \( k \) traces do not cover escaping states, but instead represent new possible behavior not observed yet, that may produce the rising of new escaping states. In order to estimate the lower confidence value, the average length of the traces in the log (let \( m \)) is assumed to be the length of the new traces. These traces denote a behavior not observed, and therefore not represented in the extended prefix automaton. In the worst case scenario, the inclusion of these traces in the automaton would result in \( m \cdot k \) new states. Each of these new states may contain also new escaping states. Given that the worst case scenario is considered, the number of escaping states in each new state is \( |T - 1| \), i.e., all the tasks are available but only one is followed by the trace. Given these considerations, the lower confidence value is defined as follows:

Definition 10 (Lower Confidence Value): Let \( N \) and \( D \) be the numerator and denominator of the metric etc\(_P\) as defined in \( \Gamma \), i.e., etc\(_P(\gamma) = 1 - (N \backslash D) \). The **lower confidence value** is:

\[
L(k) = 1 - \frac{N + (m \cdot k \cdot |T - 1|)}{D + (m \cdot k \cdot |T|)} \tag{6}
\]

For instance, following with running example of Fig \( \ref{fig:Example} \) being \( m = 6 \) the average length of the traces, being \( T = 8 \) the number of tasks of the process, and considering \( \gamma = 0.03 \) and \( k = 24 \), the lower bound for this scenario would be:

\[
L(k) = 1 - \frac{N + (6 \cdot 24 \cdot 7)}{D + (6 \cdot 24 \cdot 8)} = 0.80
\]

VI. Severity of an Imprecision

The computation of escaping states is an accurate mechanism to determine where exactly are the imprecisions of a system. Defining the border between log and model behaviors one can indicate where the efforts must be done in order to achieve a precise representation of the reality. Looking at the escaping states (Fig. \( \ref{fig:Example} \) of the running example, one can see that the imprecisions are produced by the loop on \( G \): a behavior present in the model, but not reflected in the log.

However, not all the imprecisions have the same importance: some refer to exceptional and infrequent parts of the process or are produced by the incompleteness of the log considered; other imprecisions are clear and affect important and frequent parts of the process. By assigning to each imprecision a severity degree, is is possible to compare and sort the imprecisions, prioritizing those that must be fixed first.

The severity of an imprecision is a complex multifactor concept with a strong subjective aspect that changes according to the importance that a person gives to each factor. Therefore, the severity of an imprecision can be defined as follows:

Definition 11 (Severity of an Imprecision): Let \( E^N_{\gamma} \) be the set of escaping states denoting the imprecisions of a system. Given \( s \in E^N_{\gamma} \), the severity of the imprecision at \( s \) is

\[
\text{sev}(s) = f(F_{\beta}, A_{\beta}, S_{\beta}) \tag{7}
\]

where \( F_{\beta}, A_{\beta}, S_{\beta} \) correspond to the frequency, alternation and stability factors of the imprecision at \( s \), and \( f \) is a user-defined function that weights these three factors. In the rest of the section techniques for the estimation of each factor are presented.

In the following definitions, this context is assumed: a model \( M \), a log \( EL \), the extended prefix automaton of \( EL \) on \( M \)

\[
\overline{T S} = (\bar{S}, T, \bar{A}, s_{in}), \text{ and } (s', e, s) \in \bar{A} \text{ where } s \in E^N_{\gamma} \]

In this case, the imprecision \( ACH \) (shown in Fig. \( \ref{fig:ImprecisionACH} \)) of the running example is used in order to illustrate the different factors of the severity concept.

![Fig. 5. Imprecision ACH of the running example of Fig. \ref{fig:Example}](image)

Factor 1 (Frequency): Let \( \max_{\#} = \max(x_{\#} \mid x \in \bar{S}) \) be the maximum occurrence value of all the states in \( \bar{S} \). The frequency factor of the imprecision at \( s \) is defined as follows:

\[
F_{\beta}(s) = \frac{s'_{\#}}{\max_{\#}} \tag{8}
\]
According to the formula above, imprecisions concerning more frequent parts of the process have more importance (i.e., higher severity) than others which are less frequent. For instance, imprecision ACH of Fig. 5 has a mid-value frequency factor of \(\frac{1765}{3200} = 0.55\), where 3200 is the maximum occurrence value in the whole prefix automaton of Fig. 4.

The second factor addresses the possibility of choosing an incorrect option at a given state. In this case, choosing an incorrect option refers to choosing an imprecision, i.e., a path allowed by the model but never seen in the log. Given a situation where it is really likely to make a mistake, it must have more priority (i.e., higher severity), than other situations where choosing badly is not so probable.

**Factor 2 (Alternation):** Let \(P_E(x)\) be the probability of choosing an escaping state being in the state \(x\). The alternation factor of the imprecision at \(s\) is defined as \(A_P(s) = P_E(s')\), being \(s'\) the predecessor of \(s\). The distribution of \(P_E(x)\) may be different depending on the assumptions taken. If no assumption is considered, a uniform distribution, where each possible path has the same probability, must be applied. Therefore, the alternation factor can be estimated as:

\[
A_P(s) = \frac{|E^s_\gamma(s')|}{\text{avail}(s', M)}
\]

i.e., it measures the amount of alternation in each imprecision. For instance, for the imprecision of Fig. 5 the alternation value is \(\frac{3}{7} = 0.33\), denoting a mid-low probability of choosing a bad path (the one represented by the imprecision at \(s\)) at this point.

The last factor, the *stability factor*, addresses the stability or equilibrium of an imprecision, i.e., the probability of an imprecision to stop being an escaping state anymore, after a little perturbation. In our setting, the perturbation consists on considering a small number of extra traces that pass through an imprecision, and the effect of this perturbation in the probability of the corresponding escaping state to remain being an escaping state. The number of new traces considered \((z)\) is defined as a percentage \((\tau)\) of the total number of traces observed at this point \((s'_\#)\). An escaping state with a high probability of remaining being an escaping state should be tackled first (i.e., higher severity), than another with a low probability, which denotes that it might disappear in the near future (i.e., considering a larger log).

**Factor 3 (Stability):** Let \(\tau \in [0, 1]\) be the parameter indicating the percentage of new traces to be considered in order to determine the stability of an imprecision, i.e., \(z = [s'_\# \cdot \tau]\) is the number of new traces to be considered. Let \(l \in \mathbb{N}\) be the smallest number such that the equation \((s'_\# + z) \cdot \gamma < (s'_\# + l)\) is satisfied, i.e., \(l\) defines the minimum number of traces the state \(s\) must receive in order to change from escaping to non-escaping state after considering \(z\) new traces in that point. For instance, in the example of Fig. 5 and considering \(\gamma = 0.03\) and \(\tau = 0.06\), \(z\) would be \(1765 \cdot 0.06 = 106\) and \(l\) would be \(\left\lceil (1765 + 106) \cdot 0.03 \right\rceil = 57\). The stability factor of the imprecision at \(s\) is the probability of \(s\) still being an escaping state after considering \(z\) new traces, i.e.,

\[
S_R(s, \tau) = P_s^z(< l) = \sum_{i=0}^{l-1} P_s^z(= i)
\]

(10)

where \(P_s^z(< x)\) and \(P_s^z(= x)\) represent the probability that the state \(s\) receives less than \(x\) (or exactly \(x\)) of the new \(z\) traces considered in this point. Let \(p_s\) define the probability that a new trace in \(s'\) follows the state \(s\), and let \(1 - p_s\) be the probability that the trace follows one of the other successor states of \(s'\). According to the *Binomial distribution* [21], the stability factor can be expressed as:

\[
S_R(s, \tau) = \sum_{i=0}^{l-1} \binom{z}{i} (p_s)^i (1 - p_s)^{z-i}
\]

(11)

Formula (11) can be understood as follows: in order to \(s\) to still be an escaping state, \(i\) successes \((p_s)^i\) and \(z-i\) failures \((1 - p_s)^{z-i}\) are needed. However, \(i\) successes can occur anywhere among \(z\) traces, and there are \(\binom{z}{i}\) different ways of distributing \(i\) successes in a sequence of \(z\) traces. The probability \(p_s\) may depend on the assumptions taken. Again, if no knowledge regarding the distribution of the log is assumed, an uniform distribution is taken. Therefore, if \(c\) is the number of successor states of \(s'\), the probability of each successor state is \(1/c\), and formula (11) can be rewritten as:

\[
S_R(s, \tau) = \sum_{i=0}^{l-1} \binom{z}{i} \left(\frac{1}{c}\right)^i \left(1 - \frac{1}{c}\right)^{z-i}
\]

(12)

In the example of Fig. 4 given the imprecision \(s = ACGDG\), and considering \(\gamma = 0.03\) and \(\tau = 0.06\), the stability factor value for \(s\) is 0.670, being \(z = 46\) and \(l = 25\). This factor reflects that this imprecision has a mid-probability of disappearing in the close future. This contrasts with the stability factor value of 1 obtained from the imprecision \(s = ACH\) (Fig. 5), with same \(\gamma\) and \(\tau\) parameters, reflecting a really stable imprecision.

Figure 6 shows two examples of severity diagrams (reflecting all three factors) for two imprecisions: The first diagram [a] corresponds to a really frequent imprecision. However, the situation of that imprecision is really unstable and the possibilities of choosing badly in that situation are really few. The second imprecision, shown in the diagram [b] is much more sever in general terms than the first one. It corresponds to a more stable and dangerous situation, but it is less frequent than the first one.
of benchmarks w0X. This is something desirable, given that in the w01_100 and w02_100 benchmarks, the instances of each one of the two only different traces has grown uniformly with respect to the small log, and therefore, the precision is the same. However, the confidence interval is not the same for each log, and as expected, it closely depends on the log size: the more traces considered, the more confidence in the metric value returned (i.e., the confidence interval becomes narrower).

Additionally, experiments on publicly available benchmarks have been performed. In Table I(b), a couple of these benchmarks are studied in depth (but additional benchmarks can be downloaded from [22]). These two benchmarks are based on the logs a32f0n005 and t32f0n005, both publicly available in [23]. The Petri net models used are the ones obtained using the Petri net discovery ILPMiner [24] ProM plug-in. The experiments conducted in Table I(b) focus on illustrating how the growth of a log influences the metric and its confidence given a particular selection of the stability and confidence parameters presented in this paper. For these examples, greater values of γ that cut off more than 10% of the behavior are not considered. The column with pX reports the percentage of the log considered in each case, i.e., p100 represents the original a32f0n005 log whilst logs pX with X < 100 correspond to slices of the original log, e.g., p20 contains the first 20% of the original log traces. Logs pX with X > 100 are obtained by choosing with uniform distribution among the existing traces in the log the extra traces needed to achieve the desired size. The wide spectrum of the set of benchmarks presented makes it possible to illustrate the evolution of the approach presented.
in this paper and can be considered as real situations in an IS where trace sets are evaluated on a regular basis, e.g., monthly. Finally, the table includes the running time: the time after computing the metric, after computing the confidence, and the final running time that includes the creation and visualization of the imprecisions with its severity values in ProM.

A first conclusion on Table III(b) is the stability of the approach with respect to the size of the log. Note that etc_p value tends to increase as new behavior is considered, e.g., between p20 and p100 there is a difference of 0.05. However, this difference is extremely small considering that between p20 and p100 there is a 500% increment in the observed behavior. Moreover, as more traces are included in the previously observed behavior, the closer the metric value is to stabilizing. The second conclusion one can extract from this table is the dependency between the traces considered and the confidence in the metric. As it was observed in Table III(a) increasing the size of the trace set results in a narrower confidence interval (despite both lower and upper bounds increase due to the precision rising). Note also that both bounds are not symmetric, i.e., the loss caused by the worst trace is usually greater than the benefit of the better trace.

Finally, Table III is shown with the largest benchmarks, i.e., complex processes involving a large number of tasks and a high degree of parallelism, and some including also noise, duplicate and invisible tasks. These benchmarks have been generated with PLG tool [25]. In this table, the time reported corresponds to the time of computing only the metric, and the time also including the computation of the severity. The table illustrates that, even for large and complex benchmarks, the time needed to calculate the metric and severity is reasonable. However, given the prototyping nature of the plug-in, the NP-HARD complexity of BIP, and the academic nature of the Linear Programming solver used, the computation of the confidence intervals can only be performed for small/medium sized benchmarks. In future versions we will contemplate relaxations of the BIP problem and the use of more powerful solvers.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, important aspects have been incorporated in a precision checking framework: stability, confidence and severity. The techniques developed have been implemented as a ProM plug-in. The experiments performed reveal the usefulness and significance of the elaborated precision analysis presented in this paper.

As future work, several directions can be followed. First, techniques visualizing the severity of the imprecisions computed might be considered. On this regard, apart from coloring the sever nodes in the extended prefix automaton, other techniques that use alternatives representations can be explored. Second, the study of automated techniques for precision oriented model refinement is an interesting research problem to address. Third, proposing a partitional approach of the presented technique (i.e., not just one but disjunct prefix automaton) in order to deal with very large logs and to put less emphasis on the initial part of the model. Finally, adapting the current implementation to deal with other models apart from Petri nets would extend significantly the applicability of the approach presented in this paper.
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